Ramadaan Activity 2

Memorize the following Du’a

13. Our Lord! Place us not among the people who have been guilty of evildoing. (7:47)

Match the Arabic words in this du’a to the words in English.

You place us
among

Guilty of evil doing

The people

Not
Our Lord

Answer the following questions
1. When should one make the intention to fast?
 He should intend the fast in any portion of the night, beginning from sunset.
 There is no need to make an intention
 One can make intention after Fajr
 Make intention for the next fast at Assr time
2. It is necessary to make an intention to fast
 As fasting is obligatory
 As one who does not makes the intention is not allowed to fast
 As all goods deeds are accepted due to their intentions and the hadith says
“Actions are according to intentions.
 None of the above
3. Which are the correct words of Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him.
 “ The people will continue to be healthy as long as they hasten to break the fast”
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“The people will continue to prosper as long as they hasten to break the fast”
“The people should not fast like the Hindus”
“The people should break the fast when they can see the stars”

4. According to Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him which meal has blessings in it
 Breakfast
 Ifftar
 Suhur
 Dinner
5. It is Sunnah to break one’s fast with
 Milk and dates
 Dates and bread
 Water and Dates
 Water and bread
6. “Whoever forgets that he is fasting and eats or drinks,
 Has to give some money to the poor for his mistake
 His fast is invalid
 He has to fast an extra day as a punishment
 Should complete his fast, for it is Allaah who has fed him and given him drink
7. A





traveler may
Not fast
fast or break his fast
must fast
fast or break his fast and complete the count of his missed fast later on

8. What is the benefit of fasting on Yaum e Arafaah. (Hajj)
 One gets lots of reward
 One will be saved from Hell fire
 His sins for the preceding year and the next year are forgiven
 All his sins will be forgiven
9. What is he benefit of fasting on 10th Muharram
 It atones for the sins of the preceding year
 It atones for the sins of the whole life
 One who fasts on this day will definitely enter Jannah
 It atones for the sins of the whole family
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